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THE CENTRAL DIVISION TIMETABLE

Although full details of the 1978 timetable are
not yet available, it is clear from those published
on page 155 of this issue of "Live Rail" that some
considerable improvements are to come. Journey times
from stations at the south end of the Brighton line
to London will be greatly reduced. Anybody wishing
to leave the country in a hurry is well catered for
by the widened range of direct workings to Gatwick.
At the same time there are a number of flaws,
the most remarkable of which is the new service to
Dorking - the old one with the fast trains withdrawn.
Extra intermediate stops will make journeys to
several south coast towns slower, and we are not
sure what the residents of Bognor Regis have done to
be deprived of their through service to Brighton.
It is sad to see the reduction in suburban
services, but anybody who has travelled on a London
Bridge roundabout service in the middle of the
morning will appreciate why this is necessary. It
is unfortunate that the alterations leave Wimbledon
with no through services to the City, apart from the
District line.
Above all it is sad to see the end of the nonstop trains to Brighton, every hour, on the hour.
They will leave Victoria at quarter past the hour,
and call at East Croydon. However, Croydon is
larger than many cities and deserves full "InterCity" services. Operating tradition cannot be kept
for its own sake.
We hope that the new services will encourage
greater use of the railway, and that the new timetable will not be inaugurated with the chaos that
has accompanied previous major alterations.
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PRESERVATION

NEWS

Whistle for it: A non-member who saw the cover of LR
37 noted that 3142 was fitted with a suburban whistle.
He promptly arranged to supply us with a pair of main
line chime whistles, for which we are most grateful.
Not whistling for it are the members who provided
loans to assist purchase of 3142's motor coaches.
The last outstanding balances were repaid in August.

ThePrestonParkSaga:The future home of the officilly preserved Southern Electric stock remains as
uncertain as ever, following BR's decision to use
Preston Park Pullman Depot as a store for the class
71s. The stock will have to be moved soon. The
promoters of Brighton Museum of Transport, who had
planned to lease the Pullman Depot, are now looking
at alternative sites. When announcing this set-back
they mentioned that the Science Museum was prepared
to loan certain items (we can guess which!) at Preston Park for display in the museum, though this
decision may now have to be revised. Of particular
interest is the planned use of '2Bil' 2090 to carry
passengers on the occasion of Brighton Station Open
Day. This is the first time that a preserved
electric train has run on BR. lines. We leave
members to draw their own conclusions as to what
this could imply.
BRIGHTONBELLE:After years at Manningtree, motor
coaches 292 & 293 have been acquired for Brighton
Museum of Transport, and it is hoped to have them in
Brighton for the Open Day. It will be interesting
to see where they will be kept now. Motor coach 289
is still stuck at the Little Mill Inn, Rowarth, near
Stockport. The new owners apparently cannot afford
to move it to its proposed home (Windsor Safari Park)
and wish to resell it. We cannot recommend purchase
to any but the truly rich, for it is located miles
from a main road up mountain lanes, and even if you
did get it to a station, BR would not accept it for
consignment by rail.
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MEMBERS

QUERIES

Coastway Speed Restrictions. Maximum permitted

speed appears to be 75 mph, though 90 mph may apply
east of Lewes. Local restrictions include: Portsmouth Hbr to Blackfriars Jn 20; Fratton 30; Farlington Jn 65; Havant platforms 20; Fishbourne 60; Ford
65; Arundel Jn 30; west of Angmering 60; Lewes 20;
Polegate 20; Willingdon Jn towards Hastings 30;
Bopeep Jn 20; and Hastings 15. Information: M.J.
Oakley.
4CorHeadcodeBlinds; '4Cor's had narrower blinds
than usual, each blind giving an exposure of 12"x6¼"
in the headcode panel. It would have been necessary,
therefore, to identify '4Cor' blinds to prevent the
wrong type being fitted. "Pmouth Indent" on the rear
of 3142's blinds provides this identification.
"Pmouth" obviously refers to Portsmouth, and "Indent"

the Chief Mechanical & Electrical Engineer's Dept.
The blinds would have been manufactured by Reeves
Engineering, though other firms are now used.
Information: 'A.C. Decey'
Electrification to Stewarts Lane:
The
triangle of
low level lines at Stewarts Lane, including the line
from Factory Jn to Clapham Jn (Windsor Lines), was
electrified in connection with the Kent Coast phase I
electrification in 1958/59. Precise energisation
dates are not known; these would have been as soon
as the third rails and supply cables etc were laid,
there being no new substations. At the same time
the Up Relief Line from Shepherds Lane to Victoria
was electrified. In 1925 only one up line had been
electrified, this being considered sufficient while
only suburban services were electrically worked.
Information: A.G. Merrells.
"Airstream" Ventilators: When the '6Pan', '4Cor' and
'4Res'units entered service the saloon coaches were
fitted with "airstream" ventilators. Plain sliding
vents were substituted a few years later. Exactly
when and why,
was this alteration made, and how did
the "airstream" ventilators work?
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READING:

THE
One of the

SOUTHEASTERN
Southern

Electric stations to

disappeared under the guise of

rationalisation

have

is

that at Reading. I, personally, had a great interest
in the station itself because my grandfather was
Station Master there for thirteen years.
The station was a red brick structure with a
symmetrical front having the central portion slightly
forward of two side portions. The main entrance to
the booking hall was through a double door in the
centre of the central portion. Square topped windows
were placed symmetrically either side of the door.
The two side portions had, on the ground floor, semicircular brick arch windows with smaller arch windows
on either side. The Station Master's flat was on the
first floor. Along the front of the building this had
five windows, again with semi-circular brick arches,
three in the central portion and one in each of the
two side portions. All window arches had moulded key
bricks and all windows were sash windows. The entrance to the flat was half way along the south side of
the building and had two large windows either side.
Above the entrance were three large windows of the
flat grouped together. These also had semi-circular
arches. There were three similar windows on the north
side, and at the back of the flat there were three
square topped windows situated in the central portion.
Also on the south side at ground floor level was a
window which gave light to the bookstall. Ornate red
and yellow brickwork existed around the top of the
windows, and also around the eaves of the building.
Substantial stone window ledges were built at all
windows and two courses of yellow bricks ran all the
way round the building at joist height. There were
three separate courses at ground floor level, and
several over-sailing courses of darker brick at first
floor level. A small plinth of blue brick existed all
the way around the building at ground level. The
slate roof was built in three portions corresponding
to the central and two side portions, thus having
three ridges with hips. Lead gutters discharged into
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black pipes on the front elevation, and four chimney
stacks rose well above roof level An the north side,
andset back from the rest of the frontage,wasa
single storey building which contained the General
and Ladies' Waiting Rooms. This had a doorway in the
front.
At one time a glass canopy extended the length
of the central portion of the building, and a painted
name board proclaiming "SOUTH EASTERN AND CHATHAM
RAILWAY" was placed above it. During Southern Railway days this gave way to a "SOUTHERN RAILWAY" name
board at roof level.
The station was slightly to the south east of
the Great Western Railway station, and also at a
slightly lower level, being at the eastern side of
Station Square. Consequently the main entrance was
at right angles to the GWR station.
Having entered the booking hall through the main
entrance, the Station Master's office was immediately
on one's left. The ticket office, the walls of which
were of dark varnished wood, was situated at the back
of the hall and had two windows; one for Waterloo
line trains and one for Redhill line trains. The
windows themselves were very small and were at less
than the usual height so that intending passengers
had to stoop to see the booking clerk. On the right
hand side, near one of the entrances to the concourse,
was the bookstall. The concourse was reached through
double doors situated either side of the ticket office.
On the north side of the hall a door led into the
General and Ladies' Waiting Rooms. Seats and timetable posters were placed in convenient positions in
the booking hall.
Passing on to the concourse, one immediately
noticed the train departure indicator straight in
front of you; placed against the wall between the two
island platforms. The indicator itself was one of
the Southern Railway's standard type seen at so many
stations, with times of departures on moveable enamel
plates. The departures for the Waterloo and Redhill
lines were shown in two different sections, whilst

there was also a third headed "Earley, Winnersh and
Wokingham" which showed all trains that stopped at
these stations. Ticket collectors' boxes were placed

At the right hand side of the concourse was the
Parcels and Left Luggage Office. This is the only
building of the station that remains. The bookstall,
referred to earlier, had an opening onto the concourse.
Between the main station building and the Parcels
Office was a large opening so that lorries could back
right up to the station for loading and unloading.
At the opposite side of the concourse to the Parcels
Office (ie the north side) was a wooden building,
completely detached from everything else, which housed
the Gents' toilets, Inspectors', Porters' and lamp
rooms. A round face clock was set into the wall of
the back of the ticket office, facing the train departure indicator. The glass roof was supported by
girders which rested on top of iron columns.
Two island platforms led off from the concourse,
giving four platform faces, numbered 1 to 4 from north
to south. They were approached through wooden gates,
one to each platform. In my earliest days I can
remember platform 1 being used only for parcels trains
whilst platforms 2 and 3 were used generally for Redhill trains and platform 4 for the Waterloo services.
However, 2,3 and 4 were electrified, so it was not
unknown for electric trains to use those other platforms if occasion arose. In later years, both 1 and
2 became parcels platforms, 3 became the Redhill and
Tonbridge platform and 4 was for Waterloo. As with
the concourse, a glass roof covered the platforms, up
to about three-quarters of their length, and was
supported by a number of iron columns. By the
entrance to each platform was the inevitable slotted
post into which were placed the train indicator boards.
There was a lot of mail and parcels traffic to
be transferred between the SR and GWR stations, and
often the northern part of the concourse would be full
up with loaded barrows awaiting despatch.
Platforms 1 and 4 tapered at the London end, and
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on both the north and south sides of the station were
sidings. Two of the south side sidings were electrified, and were used for stabling electric units. The
third siding was slightly apart from the others and
ran into a loading dock, which can still be seen.
Locomotive hauled stock was placed in the north
sidings. Near to the lead to these sidings was a
large iron water tower on a substantial brick base
which contained a workshop and store. Immediately at
the end of the platforms the line crossed Vastern
Road on an overbridge and dipped to a lower level
than at the station before beginning its long climb
up the bank to Earley. On the down side was the
station signal box, the goods yard with sidings and
goods shed, and three more sidings for stabling passenger stock. There were also connections to Reading
Gas Works and Huntley & Palmer's biscuit factory. On
the up side was the steam shed - 70E in BR days.
Beyond this was the 1899 connection to the GWR, and
immediately before the River Kennet a further connection on an easier gradient which was built in 1 9 4 1 .
Between the two was the original 1858 single line
connection which burrowed underneath the GWR line and
which has now fallen into disuse.
The station and line were originally the Reading
Guildford & Reigate Railway, opened on 4th July 1849.
and worked by the South Eastern Railway. The London
& South Western Railway, which worked the Staines,
Wokingham & Reading Railway, eventually had running
powers from Wokingham.
For SEG members it would have been a day of
excitement on Wednesday 28th August 1935 - after the
Southern Railway had come into existence - when the
very first edition of Reading's new local newspaper,
the "Evening Gazette", a copy of which I proudly
possess, included an article on the front page headed
"Electric Line to London?" reporting on the proposed
electrification of the Waterloo line. Appropriately,
New Year's day, 1939, saw the start of electric
services from Waterloo. However, the formal opening
had been two days earlier. I can just remember being
taken by my Mother to the station which was dressed
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overall with flags and bunting to see the first
electric train arrive. The Mayor of Reading was
there, and as soon as the train stopped in platform 4
he went forward to gret
the
driver and shake him by
the hand. This must have been the first time that I
saw a '2Bil'. These were the mainstay of the service

until replaced by '4Cor's, but long before that they
were joined by '2Hal's and occasionally by '2Nol's
and '4Sub's. Presumably, concurrently with
electrification, the signals would have been altered
from SECR lower quadrant to SR upper quadrant type.
It is only the latter that I remember, but the former
were still there in May 1938. (The "Railway Gazette"
description of the electrification makes no mention

of re-signalling, but it was probably done then as
other works included a new signal box at Ascot, ED),

In later years the regular types of steam locomotives that worked the Redhill line were 'U's, 'U1's
and 'N's, but I can well remember in my school days
'F1' locomotives, many of which were shedded at
Reading, as well as class 'B4' and the rebuilt form.
'B4x'. Shortly after it was built 21C119 "Bideford"
was exhibited at Reading shed and some other newly
built 'West Country' locomotives were known to work
trains on running in turns. Even '4Cor's came to
Reading at about this time and worked excursions to
Portsmouth via Virginia Water and Weybridge. Later
on, 'Schools', LMS type '2MT' and GWR 43XX class
locomotives worked the Redhill line.
About 1950 the station became known as "Reading
South" and a large BR name-plate with the name of the
station on it was erected at roof level, replacing
the SR one. However, about twelve years later the
name was changed to "Reading (Southern)" station, and
consequently the nameplate had to be renewed. The
Southern's totem nameplates on the platform were
replaced by the then standard BR signs. The larger
standard nameplates supported by concrete posts were
erected near the ends of the two island platforms.
The station front was altered in 1957/58 when a
big Road & Rail Travel Bureau was built onto the front
of the north side portion, completely defacing the
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frontage. There were twowaysintotheTravelBureau
fromthe road and another in from the station booking
hall through
what
had originally been one of the
brickarchwindows.Concurrent uith this, the main
entrance was altered end moved slightly to the right
sothat it was off centre. The two square topped
windows disappeared at this time. A new canopy was
erected over the entrance, and boasted the words
"SOUTHERN ELECTRIC" in capital letters. Two rows of
square glass bricks were put over the canopy to let
light into the booking hall. At the same time a new
sign was placed on the south wall at first floor level
which had the following inscription on it.

The first phase of rationalisation came when the
Station Master's post became redundant and the operation of the station was taken over by the Western
Region. The second phase was to be the amalgamation
of the two stations when all services would be transferred to what was then Reading General.
Before this however, 'Tadpoles' ('3R' units) had
been invented and had taken over the service to Redhill, which was now extended to Tonbridge as a
through working. The 'Tadpole' service started on
4th January 1965.
The closure of Reading Southern came on 5th
September 1965, and all services were transferred to
Reading General the next day. Originally, it was

intended, amongst other things, to build two new
platforms to cater
for
Southern Region services.However
investment
was
curtailed
and
only
one platform,
for
the
Waterlo services
was built. These services
used a modified line utilising the site of the 1899
connection, but on an easier gradient, now passing
over the site of Reading Main Line East signal box
(which had been demolished due to MAS) and crossing
Vastern Road on an extension of the Western Region
bridge. Consequently, the 1899 connection to the
Western Region was severed and trains ran into what
was virtually their own station. The Tonbridge line
services used existing WR platforms, via the 1941
connection, for a number of years, but eventually
most used the same platform as the Waterloo line
trains. In 1975, however, the second platform was
built, so that Waterloo and Tonbridge trains now use
an island platform, just as they used to in the
Southern Region station.
After Reading Southern was closed the site was
completely cleared except for the parcels office and
most of the concourse. The platform area became a
car park for N.C.P. and the area of the station
building became a petrol filling station. A workshop
is now on the site of the concourse. The iron
columns and roof of this part of the station remain.
Part of the back of the booking hall wall also
remains, and the doorway which led onto the concourse
near the bookstall, although bricked up, can be
defined. The entrance to the parcels office and the
adjoining entrance that lorries once backed up to are
now closed by means of roller shutters. Other parts
of the concourse are altered. A new wall has been
built where the entrances to the platforms were and
the north end is also enclosed. The bridge over
Vastern Road was demolished and eventually some land
to the east of it was sold to Metal Box Company who
built their new headquarters on it.
This concludes the story. There is one
consolation. The present EMU sidings are situated on
what was Southern property, at a point just east of
the old steam shed.
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THE MODERNISATION OF

continuedfrom LR 37, P 115
VI: Rolling Stock
Note: This section is concerned with stock unique to

to provide detailed descriptions of standard units,
such as the '4Vep's, which are used throughout the
Southern, in an article of this nature.
Two basic types of multiple-unit were provided to
work fast and semi-fast services; '4Rep' high-powered
units and 'TC' unpowered units. As described in part
I of this article (LR 35), the '4Rep's were to be used
to propel 'TC' units to Bournemouth and haul them back.
Type 3 diesels (class 33/1 ) would work the 'TC's to
and from Weymouth.
Only the '4Rep' motor coaches were entirely new;
all the trailer coaches were converted from Mark I
locomotive-hauled vehicles. Two coaches, the intermediate trailers for '4TC' 401 , were experimentally
rebuilt at Eastleigh, and the rest were rebuilt at
York, where the '4Rep' motor coaches were constructed.
The internal appearance of the vehicles was modernised
by re-panelling them with dove grey and sky blue
formica, and by re-profiling and re-upholstering the
seats. Standard moquette designs, blue check second
class and charcoal grey check first class, were used.
New metal light fittings and luggage racks were
provided, but incandescent lighting was retained. New
carriage doors for all vehicles were made at Eastleigh,
using polyester-reinforced fibre. For improved riding
all trailer coaches were remounted on 'B5' bodies.
The '4Rep' motor coaches were fitted internally to
match the trailer coaches, and all vehicles were
painted externally in plain rail "monastral" blue.
Twenty
eight '4TC' units were f
driving trailer second open vehicles (DTSO), a trailer
corridor first (TFX) and a trailer brake corridor
second (TBSK). The DTSCs were converted from Second
Open vehicles taken from batches built at Swindon and
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Wolverton works between 1954 and 1957. A driver's
cab, to the same external design as that prepared
forthe '4Cig' units, replaced thetoilets.Swindon
workshad also built all but two of the TRKs - the
other two had originated from Eastleigh - and some of
these are now the oldest main line Southern electric
vehicles, having been built in 1951. The TBSKs had
been built by Metropolitan-Caramell in 1956 and 1957.
Each DTSO has two passenger saloons with 32
seats, separated by a vestibule with external doors.
The saloon at the inner end of the coach (ie at the
other end from the cab) is 'no smoking'. As the
vestibule behind the driver's cab is required for the
driver's use when the coach is leading, passenger
doors were inserted in the adjacent seating bay.
The TFK has seven compartments, four being 'no
smoking', giving a total of 42 seats. There is a
toilet at each end of the coach. The TBSK has four
compartments, seating a total of 32 passengers.
Smoking is permitted only in the end compartment.
There is a centre guard's compartment, and a 22ft 8in
luggage area with security cage. A toilet is located
at the other end
of
the coach.
Three trailer sets, classified '3TC', were
formed with no TFK in order that eleven coach trains
of 'TC' stock could be marshalled. This is the maximum length that can be accommodated with a locomotive at Waterloo. In addition there were two spare
coaches, a DTSO and a TBSK, which for administrative
purposes were given a '3TC' unit number, 304.
Each '4Rep' comprised two new motor second open
coaches (MSO), a trailer buffet (TRB) from a batch
built by Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co
between 1959 and 1961, and a trailer brake corridor
first (TBFK) converted from a 1956 MetropolitanCammell composite.
The '4Rep' motor coaches are identical in layout to the !TC' DTSOs. The motor coach adjacent to
the buffet car has removable tables in its inner-end
saloon to allow it to be used for dining. As this

area is not always available to passengers who are
not taking meals the whole of the coach is 'no
smoking', though this was not originally the case.
The TBFKs had to be converted from composite
vehicles because none of the small fleet of Mark I

'4Rep's are unique among BR designed electric
units in not having the guard's accommodation in a
motor coach. The TBFKs have four passenger compartments, each seating six, the two towards the centre
of the coach being 'no smoking'. The guard's compartment is standard, but the luggage area is slightly
shorter than usual, 21ft 2¾in, as first class compartments are larger than second class ones. There
is a toilet at the passenger end of the coach.
The buffet cars have a saloon seating 23 '1+2'
at loose tables and chairs; a bar; a buffet counter;
kitchen and staff accommodation; and two toilets at
the far end from the saloon. The units are
marshalled so that the kitchen end of the buffet car
is adjacent to the "dining" MSO. Although termed
'buffet cars' the vehicles do provide restaurant
facilities, though menus have to be tailored to
allow for the catering equipment's capabilities.
Hot meals are usually grills. Catering equipment
includes a griller, griddle plate, egg poacher,
deep-frying equipment, hot cupboard and refrigerator.
A hot water boiler is located below floor level. All
appliances are electric, working at 200 volts. Power
is supplied by an English Electric EE753 18kW motor
generator. An unusual feature of the cars is that
they are named, the name being indicated on a pubsign type mural behind each bar. The names follow
a geographical, theme, most being the names of places
on or near the Bournemouth line.
The MSOs are mounted on two Mk VI motor bogies,
each axle being driven by an EE 546 self-ventilated
traction motor. Due to the high power rating of
these motors, power circuits are duplicated and there
are two pick-up shoes on each shoe beam. No less
than 23 control notches are provided - 16 series and 7
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parallel - by means of bridge transition and field
weakening.Camshaftcontrol is used, equipment being
compatiblewith1965 stock or class 73 electro-diesels
withstandard27 way control cables. Control circuits
will work at any voltage
between 45 and 110, permitting multiple working with push-pull fitted locomotives
Auxiliary equipment is similar on '4Rep' and 'TC'
units, and is mainly mounted on the brake vehicle in

supplied to the 'TC' units via standard BR heater
jumpers at underframe level. An English Electric
704H motor generator provides a 70 volt supply for
control and lighting circuits and for charging the
heaters; two per compartment, and one under each pair
of seats in saloons.
Units have standard electro-pneumatic and
automatic air brakes worked by a single driver's
control valve. The e.p. brake is normally employed,
but the automatic brake will automatically make an
application of equal power if an e.p. brake
application is ineffective. The brake compressor is
a Westinghouse type DH25.
Unit and coach numbers originally were:
'3TC' and'4TC'
unit
TFK
DTSO
TBSK
DTSO
_
70840
301
76326
76325
^
302
70841
76327
76328
_
70842
76329
303
76330
76270 70843
304
—
70812
401
76331
70844 76332
402
70845 76272
76271
70813
403
76273 70814 70846 76274
404
76275 70815 70847 76276
et seq to

76323

70839

70871

7S324

4Rep
MSO
3001

3002

3011

62141
62143
et seq
62161

TBFK
70801
70802
to

TRB

MSO

69319
69320

62162
69329
'4Rep' buffet car names were:
69325 "The Winchester"
69319 "The Kingston"
69320 "The Waterloo"
69326 "The Sandown"
69321 "The Farnborough"
69327 "The Wimbledon"
69328 "The Vauxhall"
69322 "The Solent"
69323 "The Hampton Court"
69329 "The Beaulieu"
69324 "The Bournemouth"
(Unit reformations and subsequent developments will
be dealt with in parts VII and IX)
It had been determined early in the electrification planning that a number of electro-diesel
locomotives more powerful than the class 73 type
would be required for use on freight and boat trains.
Although class 73s in pairs could have managed the
heavy freight duties, they would not be wholly
satisfactory for passenger workings due to their low
gearing. A pair of 73s on a boat train could not
have met Rep/TC timings, except under favourable
conditions, creating pathing difficulties. Doubleheaded trains would also be very inconvenient to
deal with at Waterloo.
The National Traction Plan had identified a
surplus of class 71 electric locomotives, so it was
decided to convert ten of these into electro-diesels.
It was impracticable to use the locomotives unconverted for they could not work in multiple with any
multiple units, nor could they be used in Southampton
Docks.
The electric locomotives used the booster
control system, and consideration was given to
coupling a diesel engine directly to the booster
motor, by means of a plate clutch, when diesel power
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wasto be used. Although this is a simple idea, it
became complicated in practice. In a locomotive where
components
were to be readily interchangeable there
would be difficulties in maintaining the alignment of
the clutch; a means would have to be devised of
ensuring that both the diesel engine and the booster
motor were turning at the same speed before the
clutch was engaged; and there were doubts as to the
ability of a relatively small diesel engine to withstand the torsional stress and vibration arising from
the considerable inertia load of the booster.
In the end a separate generator was provided to
supply current to the traction motors and to the

driven by a Paxman Ventura '6YJXL' six-cylinder 650
bhp diesel engine. The well-tried English Electric
'6SRKT' diesel, used on Southern diesel units and
class 73 locomotives, was not used as it was too
large and heavy, and the Paxman Ventura range was
regarded as the new standard BR diesel. The diesel
engine ventilator and fan were located in the former
pantograph well. The diesel engine was accommodated
in the space that had previously been occupied by
the traction motor blowers. These had been replaced
by blowers coupled directly to the booster motor
where the flywheel had been. The original electric
traction motors were retained.
The control system incorporated a refinement new
to the Southern. The 'setting signal' from the
driver's controller is compared with a 're-set
signal' fed back from the traction motors to the
control equipment. The re-set signal is proportional
to the traction motor current and feed back from the
diesel engine, if it is in use.
The control equipment modifies the setting signal as required so that
it is comparable with the re-set signal, and, in
theory, constant tractive effort is maintained. The
equipment automatically controls the weak field,
introducing it if the locomotive is still accelerating
when full-boost condition is reached. Re-set signals
from individual motors are compared in order to
detect wheel slip, in the event of which tractive

effort is rapidly reduced. The driver's controller
originally had an infinite number of notches, but to
allow for remote control by 27 way multiple-unit
control cables specific control positions were introduced. There were two shunt notches; a no-buck noboost notch comparable with "series";, a full-boost
notch comparable with "first parallel"; and a weak
field notch comparable with "full parallel"
Due to the increased locomotive weight the bodywork was increased in strength and the secondary
suspension modified by substitution of laminated
springs for helical ones. Apart from this and the
fitting of retractable, in place of fixed, shoegear
the bogies were little altered. The Oerlikon locomotive brake system was also changed only slightly.
The pleasing whistles were replaced by twin horns
and cabs were fitted with 'loudaphone' equipment and
train starting bells.
Conversion work was undertaken at Crewe Works.
The emergent locomotives were classified 'HB', later
class 74. Original and new numbers were:
Orig
New
New
Orig
Orig
New
E6108 E5005
E6101
E6105 E5019
E5015
E6102 E5016
E6106 E5023
E6109 E5017
E6110 E5021
E6103 E5006
E6107 E5003
E6104 E5024
In the 1973 renumbering scheme '740' was substituted
for 'E61' throughout.
Three new de-icing units were built for the
Bournemouth line. These comprise pairs of motor
coaches from '4Lav' and '2Hal' units, modified so
that they may work in multiple with 1951 and
subsequent stock. New motors to withstand the higher
current were fitted.
All operational equipment is
mounted on the No 1 coach; the No 2 provides a longer
shoe base and a driving cab.
From front to rear the layout of the No 1 coach
is, driver's cab; guard's compartment, accommodating
the batteries, motor-generator and equipment cupboard;
toilet; de-icing fluid tanks; staff compartment; and
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fluid laying control compartment. The fluid laying
shoes are mounted on the trailing bogie of the No 1
coach, and fluid is spread
when a conductor rail is
detected under a shoe. Two axle-driven pumps feed
the fluid to the shoes, so that the quantity spread
is directly proportional to the distance travelled.
Unit formations, with old coach and unit numbers,
are:
Unit
Coach Nos
001
ADS70268 ex 10726 from '2Hal' 2608
ADS70273 ex 10500 from '4Lav' 2955
002
ADS70271 ex 10498 from '4Lav' 2954
ADS70269 ex 10764 originally in '2Hal' 2646,
later in '4Lav' 2926
ADS70270 ex 10497 from '4Lav' 2954
003
AD370272 ex 10499 from '4Lav' 2955
AD370268-70 are No 1 coaches, and ADS70271-73 are No
2 coaches. Until early 1969 unit 001 ran with motor
coach 65364 from '2EPB' 5750 in place of ADS70273.
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Subeditors: S.Edney & R.Squirrell

STOCK NOTES

Units withdrawn: 5047,5602/03. New unit: 4EPB 5264,

formed 14522(5602)/15147(5047)/70456(5343)/14523(5603).

15258(5130) is to replace 70456, which is only formed
in the unit temporarily. Other reformations are:
4696 Reformation noted in LR37 is permanent
5039 Permanently reformed with MBS 14094(5047) vice
14077
7017 Returned to correct formation
7346 & 7407 have exchanged DTCs 76620 & 76757. 7407
is out of use, 71075 & 76828 at Plumstead, and
62395 & 76620 at Slade Green.
7434 NDMBS 62200(spare? ex 8001) replaces 62422,
which is stored damaged at Plumstead. Unusual
formation of 4Vep motor coach in a 4Cig.
7733 TS 71017(7836) replaces 70884, which is stored

damaged at Wimbledon
7833& 7638 have exchanged DTCs 76675 & 76686. 7833
is out of use, 76686 at Slade Grn, rest at Wdon.
36 70875(spare) replaces 71017. 76682 is out of
use at Slade Grn, the rest of the unit being
used for test purposes at Strawberry Hill.
All Vep and Cig reformations noted are temporary. EPBs
5133 & 5302 retain previously recorded temporary formations, and both are in service. 2EPB 5801 was
officially formed as 5EPB with trailers from 5162 and
70456 during July. It was out of use at Selhurst at
the time, and it is probable that the vehicles were
never actually marshalled together. They remain
stored at Selhurst with MBS 14324(5208, formerly in
5162). What has happened to the rest of 5208?
Isle of Wight units are currently running as follows.
031&041.032&042 and 035&045 form standard 7Vectis
sets. A further 7 coach train informed by 043 & the
three surviving coaches of 046.

Whilst S33 is

being repainted 044 is running as a three coach set
with 034 to form a six coach train. S10&033 work the
pier shuttle, Saturdays excepted. S10 cannot be used
to augment 044 or 046 as this would leave 033 unusable
due to the risk of gapping. Coaches S4, S21 and S44
have been repainted with grey doors.
Three lots of withdrawn Sub coaches were hauled from
Selhurst to Micheldever in July, stopping overnight
(or for the weekend) at Basingstoke. Departing
Selhurst on 20Jul were 8941 ,10146,10339,10449,11491/95,
11382 & 12662; on 21 Jul 10267,10325,10478/81,10848,
11448/52,12771; and on 22 Jul 10144/64,10237/48,10479,
10875,11457,12661. Stock remaining at Selhurst on
6Aug comprised: 8642,8913/24/27/45,10165,10213/35/49,

10287/97,10318,10841-44,10939/40/87-94,11347/48/53/89,
11390 11494,12680,12789 and de-icers 017 & 019. In

addition to vehicles moved from Selhurst in July,
stock at Micheldever on 8Aug was: 8904/34,9012,10152,
10240/45,10307,10474,10835(underframe only), 11307/08,
de-icer 012, EPB trailer 15072, ADB975028/31 and firedamaged Cep vehicles 61871 & 70038.
EDL 74003 has been withdrawn, and 74006 now awaits
cutting up in Cohen's scrap yard, near Kettering.
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All but two 74s may be withdrawn from 3 Oct, or from
5Dec (reports conflict) The two survivors will be
retained, though not for long, for special traffic
(BRSA railtours). And although 4 worksplates have
been removed for safe keeping. It is understood that
the class 73s will no longer receive heavy overhauls.
While disposing of electric locos the SR is keen to
aquire more powerful diesels, and in sufficient
numbers to justify the region stocking spares for
them. It is possible that Eastleigh will get an allocation of class 47s for boat train, freight and,
possibly, Wloo-Exeter duties. Another possibility
for the latter is that the WR might supply its own
47s or 50s. If the SR does get some 47s there will
be increased pressure on the region to release class
33s for freight traffic to and from Inverness.
The first batch of the SR's new suburban stock will
be used to replace 4Subs on the SWD. Later lots
will complete the replacement of the Subs, and
probably also replace 56 2Saps and 15 4EPBs. It is
assumed that the new units will fit the SR loading
gauge better than the PEPs did.
The sliding lights on 4Veps are being fastened shut,
or replaced by plain glass. 7729/90 have been noted
so modified. 4Cig 7326 has been fitted with oldstyle "skate" collector shoes (with bevelled edges)
in place of the "icebreaker" type (with square edges).
Swindon-overhauled DEMUs have larger unit numbers
spaced further apart than standard.
Some class labels used on SR units are printed "Class
4 " and the last two figures are painted on. 4TC
402 has this style label on DTC 76272, indicating it
to be of class 419 - a motor luggage van! 2H 1119
is still marked '3H'. This unit was used for a
shuttle service from Ashford station to the Works for
an 'Open Day' on 16-Jul. EMUs on display were 002,055,
7051 & 7153. Class 56 loco cabs and roofs were noted
under construction at the works.
The Central Bvn 12Cep formations have given way to
Cep/Cig/Cep to provide each train with a guard's van
fitted with a security cage.

Eastleigh's surviving 07 Ruston & Hornsby shunters
have been withdrawn. A c q u i r e d for use in Soton Docks,
theselocos were unique (on BR) to Eastleigh, a p a r t
fora short period in 1975 when threewereallocated
toBournemouth.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

During Royal Ascot week (13-17JUl) Wloo-Reading trains.
were augmented with 2Saps & 2EPBs. Numerous excursions formed of Vep or Cep units have been run during
the summer. Refurbished Cep 7153 was included in the
formation of a Gillingham-Bomo special on 26Jun and a
Vauxhall-Margate special on 5Jul. In connection with
the Jubilee Naval Review at Spithead 4Bep 7020
conveyed the Queen from Windsor to Ports Hbr on 27Jun
and back to Wloo next day. The new Royal Train cannot be used on SR as Mk III stock is not passed to
run on the Region. Ceps 7126/33 worked a Naval
Review special from Chislehurst to Ports Hbr on 27Jun.
On 2Jul three specials ran to Preston Pk in connection with a Boys' Brigade rally - 7861/82 from Gravesend via Maidstone W and Vic, 7390+7408 from Reading
via Staines and Tulse Hill, and 7704+7807/37 from
Soton via East Putney and Tulse Hill.
Amongst recent unusual workings on the Reading-Tonbdg
line has been 3R+3H on 0727 ex-Rdg on 21Jun. ELGH
3H units have reached the Oxted line via their Rdng
Tonbdg duties. 1127/32/33 were noted on the Oxted
line during July. Another ELGH visitor was 33119
which hauled the 0802 E Grinstead-LBdg on 11 & 12Jul.
Although push-pull locos are rare on the Oxted line
33119, as D6580, was once used almost exclusively on
the line with 6TC 601 . 3Rs have been getting around;
1201 worked on
the Ashford-Hastings line on 2Jul
1202 formed the 1809 Vic-Uckfield on 8Jul, and 1203
was noted at Ports Hbr on 14Jul.
8Sap formations have also been wandering abroad. The
0649 Sutton-HV on 20Jun and the 2144 Vic-Bton stopper
on 28Jun were so formed. Two relief trains - 0848
Eastbourne-Vic and 1725 Gatwick-Eastbourne - which
ran Mon-Fri from 21Jun were programmed 8Vep, but
frequently formed 8Sap. From 25Jul until 25Aug 8Sap
was diagrammed. Subs 4721+4696 worked to Holb Via on
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5Jul, departing as the 1205 to London Bdg. 4EPB
5137 formed the rear portion
of
the 1532 Wloo-Alton
on 10Jul, and on 1 4 J u l the 00.00 CX-Sevenoaks was
worked by 2EPB 5727 xxxxx the 2212 CX-Gravesend was
formed EPB/Cep 5011/7199 on 28Jul, and the 0900 CXRamsgate was 8Bep/4Cep on 19Aug.
On 11Jul the BBC TV programme "Nationwide" came from
an exhibition train at Bournemouth station. Stock
used was exhibition coaches 99621-25 and first class
sleeping cars 2075 & 2120.
Interesting locomotive workings have included the SWD
"Anniversaries Tour" on 10Jul. An almost all 1st
class train was hauled by 73132 Wloo-Havant, 47143
Havant-Sarum-Elgh, 33017/27 Elgh-Weymouth-Bomo, and
74007 Bomo-Wloo. The 74 achieved a maximum of 92mph,
near Brookwood. One of the G.E. line "Jubilee"
locos, 47163, with silver cab roof and bodyside Union
Jacks, worked the 0853 Ripple Lane-Salfords oil train
and 1234 return on 20Jul, and a very rare visitor at
Norwood Yard on 26Jul was 40056 on the 0939 from
Temple Mills and 1330 return.
On 13Jul three coaches of Vep 7836 (see stock notes)
ran with test coach ADB975032, in order to turn it,
from Straw Hill to Straw Hill via Shepperton and
Kingston. EPB 5117 was used for the same manoeuvre on
3Aug, and on the following day ADB975032 ran AWS
tests with 61035(ex 7102) to Eastleigh and back,
Between 11 & 16Aug EPB 5339 ran brake tests in the
Aldershot area, and on 4Aug 33022 and 74007 were used
for noise tests at Bournemouth depot.
TIMETABLES

Full details of the Central Dvn timetable effective
from May 1978 are not yet available, but it is
unlikely that the off-peak weekday service will differ much from that described below.
The timetable meets several objectives; to provide a
wider range of through services to and from Gatwick
Airport; to improve the Croydon-Brighton service; to
reduce journey times between London and intermediate
Brighton line stations south of Three Bridges; and
to cater for altered suburban travel patterns.

Main line services from Victoria are retimed so that
trains all leave at mins past the hour divisible by
five. Specific departure times are not yet known,
but the fast Brighton train will leave at oo15.
There are four trains from Victoria to Brighton
hourly, one calling only at E Croydon, and another½
hr later calling at E Croydon, Haywards Hth, Burgess
Hill and Hassocks. The other two trains provide a½
hrly service to Clap Jn, E Croydon, Redhill, Gatwick
and all stations thence. Local stations north of
Three Bdgs are served by a ½ hrly service, trains
running alternately from Victoria and London Bdg, and
calling at Clap Jn and E Croydon or Peckham Rye,
Tulse Hill and all stations to E Croydon via Crystal
Pal (as appropriate) then all stations from Purley.
Worthing & Littlehampton and Eastbourne & Ore trains
maintain the same stops as at present, plus Gatwick.
The Bognor & Portsmouth trains are diverted to call
at Clap Jn, E Croydon, Gatwick and Horsham, thence as
at present. The Dorking-Horsham service is provided
by extending the Victoria-Dorking stopping trains.
The ½ hrly service to Horsham via Redhill, alternate
trains continuing to Bognor via Littlehampton,
remains the same though running at different mins
past the hour. The large number of trains calling
intermediately at Gatwick - 9 hrly - allows withdrawal
of the Vic-Gatwick service. The night service to
Brighton remains as at present.
Coastway services west of Brighton are substantially
altered; hourly services from Bton comprising a fast
and a slow train to Portsmouth (neither via Littlehampton) and a stopping train to Littlehampton.
Bognor will be served by London trains and a shuttle
to Barnham. Trains will leave Bton at 20min intervals, at the same mins past each hr on E and W Coast
lines.
The pattern of services on the Oxted line is unaltered
and Victoria suburban services are little changed.
E Croydon stopping trains will call additionally at
Wandsworth Common, and Epsom trains are extended to
Effingham Jn. London Bdg services are almost wholly
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altered, and will comprise: Victoria via S London
line; Sutton via Strood
and
Selhurst; E Croydon via
Crystal Pal (maintaining
a
½
hrly service in conjunction with the Three Bridge trains); and a 'roundabout'
service via Streatham, Mitcham Jn, St Helier, Tooting
and Streatham and vice versa. Holborn Viaduct trains
will run to W Croydon via Streatham and Selhurst.
Caterham/Tatt Cnr trains will call additionally at
Forest Hill & Sydenham.
INCIDENTS
31May:Bridge fire at Southerham Jn caused buckled
rails Lewes-Newhaven/Berwick service suspended.
5Jun: 33004 caught fire nr Andover while working 1555
from Exeter. l2Jun: Vep 7733 derailed at Bomo C.S.
70884 badly damaged (NB stock notes). 14Jun: Overnight storms caused flooding. Wimbledon-W Croydon/
Tooting service suspended due to track circuit failures and floods at Mitcham. 23Jun: 2110 Vic-Rmgt
(7172/68/35) involved in fatality at Deadmans (sic)
Crossing nr Rochester Bdg Jn. 30Jun: Hap 6152 derailed
in buffer collision at Rmgt. 1Jul; Chaos at Vic(E)
when Ostend boat train, due at 2117, was 2hrs late.
Stock was to form 2300 boat train departure. To
avoid congestion passengers off boat train were
directed out of station via Hudsons Place, but people
waiting to meet them were not told this! 2Jul: 31193
hauling 1056 Ports Hbr-Bristol caught fire at Sarum.
33029 coming to assist then derailed on catch points
blocking down through and bay lines. Hap 6058 was
derailed in Brighton West Sdgs. 6Jul: Disruption to
evening peak services due to points failure at New X
and freight train derailment at Lewisham. 12Jul:
Early morning grass fire burned through power cables
between Earley and Reading. Current lost, and diesel
service operated Reading-Ascot. 29Jul: Broken rail
on down line between Battle and Robertsbridge. Down
trains diverted via Ashford, and morning up trains
cancelled. 3Aug: 0903 Charing X-Ashford and 0902
Charing X-Sevenoaks in collision nr N Kent E Jn.
Various trains diverted to Vic, Hastings DEMUs via
Redhill. Service near normal by evening. Chaos on
CD later in morning due to broken rail on Quarry Line.
13Aug:Services disrupted in New X/Lewisham area
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ascurrent had to be switched off due to rioting on
the line. This followed a National Front march and
counter-demonstration nearby. l6/l7Aug: Severe
storms caused flooding. Diesel shuttle between
Kingston and Shepperton, and Tooting line closed.
STATIONS, TRACK & SIGNALLING

Sevenoaks: Station rebuilding is almost complete.
The main building is at footbridge level on the down
side.
Bricklayers Arms : Freight facilities were withdrawn
on 1st Aug, but the depot remains open for parcels.
Hither G r e e n : OLE has been removed in the down yard.
London Bridge: A new buffet, "The Oast House" has
opened . Access is from the passageways from the
forecourt to pform 7 and to the SED pforms. The
buffet is air conditioned, and provides hot meals.
The various huts on the CD concourse that housed
toilets, WH Smiths, an information office etc, have
all been removed.
Victoria: The former Kent Coast booking office is now
used by Cosmos Tours. Platform 13 is now only 12 cars
long. Now that all trains use the alignment of the
middle road the country end of the platform has been
partially demolished.
Waterloo: The Solari indicators entered service on
17July. The West Country section of the old main
departure board has been acquired by the National
Railway Museum.
FerryServices:Two boats off the Kingswear-Dartmouth
service are to be used between Tilbury and Gravesend.
Trial services to the Channel Islands are to start
running from the new Continental Ferry Port at Mile
End (West Portsmouth) in October. The No1 link span
is now complete, and the No2 span should be in
operation by next March.
CORRIGENDA

LR36 P91

Loco restrictions on the "old bridge" at
Charing X are not due to bomb damage, but
were applied after the SE&CR failed to get
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LR37 p1 8 Clapham Junction maintains loc motive hauled stock,

andnotlocomotives, or multiple units.
Tunbridge Wells West does not maintain
anything, even though it has a maintenance
depot code.
p122 1731 Vic-Littlehampton was formed with
2x2EPB.
p125 The troop! train reputed to have used Clapham
Junction B' crossover ran in summer 1972.

THIS MONTH'S COVER: READING SOUTHERN
Front: Front elevation of the building in Southern
Railway Days.
Rear: Station plan, end eastern approaches to Reading
showing connections to the Great Western. The 1858
line is now closed, and the present electric line
roughly follows the alignment of the 1899 line.
Key to station plan: 1,2,3,4 platforms; 5 lamp room;
6 porters' room; 7 inspectors' room; 8 gents' toilet;
9Ladies' room; 10 general waiting room; 11 station
master's office; 12 store; 13 entrance to station
master's flat; 14 book stall; 15 ticket office; 16
ticket collectors' boxes; 17 train departure indicator; 18 parcels and left luggage office; 19 loading
dock; 20 water tower.
Drawings by L.G.Head (front) and G.D.Beecroft (rear)
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